Have you ever wondered what is your treasure in life? Are you being alienated in life by greed, power and selfishness? Is there a place in your life for God, for having a personal relationship with Jesus? What is your treasure? Rightly so, in Matthew 6:21 it is written ‘For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.’

If the treasure in your life is God, of having a personal relationship with Jesus, you should experience His peace even when facing difficult moments in life. You would be able to live in simplicity, even if you are rich. You would be able to love your neighbour, even if your neighbour troubles you. You would be able to give to the poor, without expecting nothing in return. You would be able to bring up a family and take care of your children, even though society campaign in favour of abortion. You would be able to be righteous, even tough corruption tries to destroy you apart.

So, what is your treasure?
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What does the Road to Emmaus Remind Me Of?

Meditating and studying this part of the scripture as narrated by the Gospel of Luke 24:13-35, I find that the episode of the road to Emmaus reminds me very much what a Christian passes through upon accepting in his life the love of the Father and becoming a disciple of Christ. I can easily picture myself in such a situation, remembering my first encounter with Christ, who started to change my life and mould me into His image.

I had many personal questions about who Christ really was, why He touched my life, and what He wanted from me. I went through a phase of doubting my encounter with Christ, even questioning if such an experience was real or if it was just a feeling that would go away by time. My faith was still not strong enough, and at times I also found it difficult to understand what was going on inside me. Was Jesus really speaking to me personally? Was Jesus really interested in me? How can that be?

But as time went by, I started spending more time in prayer, exploring the depth of Christ’s love in my life, and eventually through life experiences and an increase in faith, I matured in my spiritual life. As a result, I started to believe more in Christ, and my personal experience with Him started to bear fruit. I became a person who was able to love my neighbour more, to be compassionate with the people I met. My family and friends started to recognise a change in me, they became aware of my relationship with Jesus and above all that I was a more peaceful person. Happiness was a new experience in my life which also filled me with joy.

Christ brought a new meaning to my life, that is, of living my life through the love of the Father. This road in my life, of growing in my faith through the love of Christ, does not necessarily mean that I do not pass through difficult days, temptations or feel burdened in particular moments. This road has taught me to have faith in Him, to completely trust in Him, to stand up again whenever I fall and to continue to follow Him, through His joy, love, comfort, peace and patience.

In this sense, the road to Emmaus reminds me of the road a Christian goes through in life. This road is similar to the one I went through, that is, of growing in one’s spiritual life, of discovering Christ, of learning to trust in Him, of believing in Him and of following Him to share His love throughout the nations, and to experience the living Christ.
The world need Him

It is a really heartbreaking to listen to the daily news on TV. Most of the news are negative... wars, crimes, hatred and lack of peace seems to be everywhere.

All this happens because not everyone has accepted Jesus in one’s life. Not everyone lives according to what Jesus has preached... that is to love our neighbour. The world is in need of Jesus, is in need that you live like Jesus.

It is possible to have peace within our families, with friends, in the political world... but only if we let Jesus to reign in our lives.

The world needs Him.

He is Peace

Many people and nations are in search of peace. Peace is searched worldwide by everyone. Peace is not easy to find and to experience it in one’s life, but it is possible for peace to be found in one’s life.

So where can peace be found? There are many ways that people try to find peace in their life, but it is not always real peace that people claim to have found and live in their life.

There is only one real Peace in life. Jesus is peace... He is peace.

What is the Eucharist?

As a Catholic, the Eucharist is very important in my life. Through the Eucharist I always feel the presence of the Lord within me and His abundance love in a stronger way.

But one might ask... What is the Eucharist? In short, the Catechism of the Catholic Church, explains that the Eucharist is the very sacrifice of the Body and Blood of the Lord Jesus which he instituted to perpetuate the sacrifice of the cross throughout the ages until his return in glory.

Thus, he entrusted to his Church this memorial of his death and Resurrection. It is a sign of unity, a bond of charity, a paschal banquet, in which Christ is consumed, the mind is filled with grace, and a pledge of future glory is given to us.

This is why, whenever I receive the Eucharist, I feel the presence of the Lord within me and His abundance love in a stronger way. I hope this encourages you to receive the Eucharist in your life.
The following are all the Christian Books published by George Calleja. Basic information regarding each book is provided, together with any reviews and links to purchase the book through AMAZON, BARNES & NOBLE, SMASHWORDS and other online ebook stores. The prices of these books are available as an ebook or as a paperback version. Price vary, from FREE, $0.99, $1.99 or $5.99 (each online book store might also vary their prices which is not in the control of the author).

**WHO IS GEORGE CALLEJA?**

During my time as a missionary with ‘ICPE’, I recall going through different sacrifices. There were times when as a group we performed a mime in the streets of Germany and other countries, to bring forth the message of Salvation, together with our testimonies and preaching. It wasn’t the first time that people watching us made fun of us, laughed at us and ridiculed us. I used to feel the pain... but during the same occasion, I would see other people receiving our message of hope and desiring Jesus... that would encourage me to keep on going spreading the Good News!

Many times, I have turned to Him in prayer for direction in life. He has always shown me the way in these situations. He has shown me what to do and what to say.

My recent experience of Jesus showing me the way, is precisely of writing Christian books. Since the early nineties when I was a missionary, I always felt this desire inside me to write books with a Christian theme. I never really understood what this meant, or maybe I did not take up the challenge at that time. Maybe, I never had the time to do it! Still, over these years I kept feeling that He wanted it from me! Since that time, it has always been in my heart... but it was never fulfilled!

My ‘Yes’ to take up this challenge happened in November 2014, and since then, I have published five Christian books. God has paved the way for me to do it. I do sacrifice myself to write these books, as it needs time to write and to publish. But, I thank Him, that through this challenge, although it is tough, it is also peaceful and it is rewarding to see other people appreciating my work, and receiving the messages I write... which are based on Jesus’ love to us, that is, His Salvation.

My writings are a simple message of encouragement for life, to make the reader think about what life is all about, and to give the reader a challenge to live life through God’s Love. My writings are based on my Christian values, and I try to reach out to all people in the world, whatever their belief is, as I believe that every person is able to love his neighbour. So through my writings, I present the message to the readers to have this personal relationship with God and to love every person through God’s love.

So, I do appreciate your prayers and support, that I may continue to publish Christian books. And finally I hope that you enjoy my writings and be blessed by reading them.
The aim of this book is to provide inspiration and encouragement for your life. It is an opportunity for people around the globe to find courage in their life, by trusting God to be more present in their life. The ebook is divided into four parts. The first part features different short thoughts and experiences of what life is all about. In the second part one will find some encouraging and helpful quotations from the Bible, together with some reflections I have written which help in one’s meditation and prayer. The third part features very short (just one sentence long) spiritual thoughts and reflections. Finally, in the fourth part one will find a selection of inspirational photos which I have collected over the years.

SmashWord:  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/491654?ref=geocalpeace
Amazon:  http://www.amazon.com/Peace-Unity-Our-Lives-One-ebook/dp/B00SJC2SX8/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1422035887&sr=8-1&keywords=peace+and+unity+in+our+lives

The aim of this ebook, the second in the series ‘Peace and Unity in our lives’, is to continue to provide inspiration and encouragement for your life. It is an opportunity for people around the globe to find courage in their life, by trusting God to be more present in their life.

In this second publication, the ebook is divided into four parts, as was the first. The first part features different short thoughts and experiences on what life is all about. In the second part one will find some encouraging and helpful quotations from the Bible, together with some reflections I have written which help in one’s meditation and prayer. The third part features very short (just one sentence long) spiritual thoughts and reflections. Finally, in the fourth part, one will find a selection of inspirational photos which I have collected over the years.

SmashWord:  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/505028?ref=geocalpeace

The aim of this ebook is to encourage you to give your ‘Yes’ to Him… that is, to follow Jesus. It is intended to increase your faith, to encourage you to trust in Him and to help you in your personal relationship with Jesus.

In this third publication of mine, the ebook is divided into five Chapters. It will mainly focus upon the ‘Yes’ of Mary, the Mother of Jesus. Also, it will focus upon the ‘Yes’ of Saint Paul, one of the greatest followers of Jesus.

This ebook will also include some of the missionary experiences I went through, and which to date have never been shared on any of my social networks. It includes my own ‘Yes’… to follow Him, and what this ‘Yes’ meant to me.

Also, included in this ebook, is the episode when together with other missionaries we were crossing to the USSR in 1991 to evangelize and our van skidded and overturned on the side of the road! I will narrate this episode and also disclose to you what we had hidden in the van… this event happened during the ‘Cold War’!

I hope that you find this ebook of interest to you, and that it reaches its aim of helping you in your spiritual growth, and in giving your ‘Yes’ to Him.

SmashWord:  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/520794
Amazon:  http://www.amazon.com/Yes-I-Will-Follow-Him-ebook/dp/B00TT3YOVO/

AMAZON (paperback Version):
http://www.amazon.com/Yes-I-will-follow-Him/dp/1507818939/
As an independent author, it is always appreciated that when someone reads any of my Christian books purchased through an online ebook store, the reader writes a review about the book. The success of my books relies mostly on reviews and recommendations by readers.

If you enjoyed any of my books, please tell others about them.

I highly appreciate your assistance.

Thank you, for your dedicated support and encouragement!

George Calleja (Christian Author)

The paperback version of ‘Peace and Unity in our lives’ is to provide inspiration and encouragement for your life. It is an opportunity for people around the globe to find courage in their life, by trusting God to be more present in their life.

This book is divided into three parts. The first part features different short thoughts and experiences of what life is all about. In the second part one will find some encouraging and helpful quotations from the Bible, together with some reflections I have written which help in one’s meditation and prayer. Finally, in the third part features very short (just one sentence long) spiritual thoughts and reflections.

AMAZON (perback version):
https://www.amazon.com/Peace-unity-lives-George-Calleja/dp/1508719950/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=

The aim of this book is to encourage you to evangelize through Social Networking Sites. This in view that, as of 2014, more than approximately 1.8 billion internet users have accessed social networks; 170 million of which were located in the United States. So, are you reaching out through the social networking which you are involved in to spread the Good News?

In this fifth publication of mine, the book is divided into four Chapters. It will briefly explain what evangelization is about, followed by the importance of spreading the gospel all over the world. The third Chapter will focus on evangelization through Social Networking Sites. This is followed by the fourth Chapter which will also include my own experience of evangelization through the social network.

SmashWord: FREE https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/550091
The book attempts to help the reader grow in his relationship with Jesus. It presents a brief introduction about the Beatitudes followed by a Chapter dedicated to each Beatitude. Chapter three offers some suggestions as to how the Beatitudes can be lived in our daily lives. It focuses on encouraging every Christian to live the Beatitudes in his daily living, and to be a witness to the people he meets each day.

SmashWord:  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/576443
Amazon:  http://www.amazon.com/Beatitudes-blessings-Sermon-Mount-ebook/dp/B015BDXBLQ/

‘My little book of daily prayer’ is intended to help the reader focus on a particular prayer request each day, and to pray to God about it. The aim of this book is for the reader to find guidance to pray each day. The prayers follow reflection presented for each month of the year.

Each chapter of the book is dedicated for a particular month of the year. The reader is encouraged to accompany the prayer request with other prayers he feels comfortable to use. Here the reader can recite the Rosary, say the Lord’s Prayer, use the prayer request to pray for a particular intention, etc.

The book is intended to accompany the reader every day, to help him select the prayer request for the day, and to help him during his personal praying time. Through the prayer requests, the reader is encouraged to pray for people going through difficult situations in life and for them to discover and accept Christ in their lives.

SmashWord:  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/604935
Amazon:  http://www.amazon.com/My-Little-Book-Daily-Prayer-ebook/dp/B01AAYB95M/

The following direct links are some of the major ebook stores from where my Christian Books are available:

AMAZON:  https://www.amazon.com/George-Calleja/e/B00SNJ6B4E
BARNES & NOBLE:  https://www.barnesandnoble.com/s/%22George%20Calleja%22;
INDIGO:  https://www.chapters.indigo.ca/en-ca/books/contributor/author/george-calleja/
The aim of this book is to help you and encourage you in this experience. The reason why I wrote this book is because I have experienced it myself and want to share it with you, by giving you this valuable treasure.

The book is divided as follows: the first chapter gives a short background of Psalm 34, from where the verse ‘taste and see that the Lord is good’ comes from. This is followed by chapter two which speaks about who can taste and see that the Lord is good. Chapter three takes a short journey on what is good about the Lord, followed by the last chapter which reflects about how it is possible to taste and see that the Lord is good.

SmashWord: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/628903


This book presents a journey towards ‘The Light’. A journey to explore what, or rather, who ‘The Light’ is. A journey to experience ‘The Light’ in one’s life. ‘In him was life, and that life was the light of all mankind. The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it’. This is who ‘The Light’ is. This is what ‘The Light’ is all about. This light is for you.

The experience of Christians who recognise and live in ‘The Light’ transforms them into a ‘whole’ person. This transformation makes them strong in their spiritual lives. They become people who are loving, forgiving, merciful and above all, persons who share the Good News with their neighbour.

SmashWord: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/667740

Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Light-Calleja-George-ebook/dp/B01M17A65P/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8


The following direct links are some of the major ebook stores from where my Christian Books are available:

OVERDRIVE: https://www.overdrive.com/creators/888409/george-calleja
SCRIBID: https://www.scribd.com/author/270512706/George-Calleja
SMASHWORDS: https://www.smashwords.com/profile/view/geocalpeace
Life is wonderful. Not everybody would agree with this statement. Every person experiences life in different ways. There are the good experiences and the not so good experiences that a person goes through in one’s life.

Such experiences could lead a person to suffer a physical wound in one’s life. These same experiences, and others, could also lead the person to suffer spiritual wounds in his life. Wounds which distance us from the love of God also distance us from loving our neighbour.

This book will take you through this journey. A journey of exploring the spiritual wounds one could suffer in one’s life. Spiritual wounds which could be buried deep in one’s inner self, making it difficult for the individual to love one’s neighbour and to be a person of mercy. These spiritual wounds often hinder us from having a personal relationship with Jesus.

‘Heal my Wounds’ is the cry of every suffering person. In this book we shall also see how Jesus is the healer of our wounds.

SmashWord:  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/706572

Amazon:  https://www.amazon.com/Heal-my-Wounds-George-Calleja-ebook/dp/B06XFCZ66L/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8


Although the title of this book is 'Waking up the sleeping giant', it does not narrate a fairy tale about a beautiful princess who marries the most charming and rich prince, after succeeding to run away from a giant that himself wanted to marry the princess. This book is about the reality of the ‘sleeping giant’, and the consequence it brings to today’s society.

‘Waking up the sleeping giant’ is a challenge to be taken up by many people. If this giant really wakes up, society will have a chance to experience a breath of fresh air that gives life a worthy cause and a meaningful reason to live. One might ask but who is this sleeping giant? What does this sleeping giant have to offer if upon wakening, the world can be a better place to live in?

This sleeping giant can refer to you, to a family member of yours or maybe to some of your friends. The sleeping giant can represent Christians who, although they do good things in their lives, being active in the church and in the community around them, are still not doing God’s will in their lives. The sleeping giant can be those of us who in the moment of truth to proclaim the Good News, to be witnesses in society and go against the current, eventually will not stand up as Christians and defend their morals and values.

The sleeping giant represents all those who proclaim that they are Christians, but through their lives hardly proclaim the Good News... they are 'lukewarm' in their faith.

The aim of this book is to reach out to this sleeping giant and to gently provoke and inspire the giant to wake up. This book propose to make this giant stand up and be a witness of God’s love to society.

SmashWord:  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/737284

Over the past years, ever since I started interacting on social media by sharing my faith, writing short reflections about life has been uplifting to me and to the readers. By time, since 2012, I have embarked on writing monthly reflections and posting them in various social media platforms. These reflections which reflect my Christian faith have been read by numerous persons, persons who at times have also expressed their gratitude towards my thoughts.

This Christian book, ‘Spiritual Reflections’, gathers these monthly reflections written over the past two years. These reflections were based on my personal experience of life, on experiences of my friends and relatives; they are about different social issues, but above all these reflections were written in a way to increase the faith of those people following Christ or seeking Him in their life. The intention of these thoughts is for the reader to stop and meditate upon the reflection he picks, and to seek God through personal prayer.

I hope that you will enjoy them, and that they will help increase your faith, your relationship with God and with your neighbour. May you find peace in these reflections and in turn, share it with your family and friends. Thank you for reading this book.

SmashWord: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/760040
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Spiritual-Reflections-George-Calleja-ebook/dp/B077TBV253/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8


Living in today’s society brings with it various challenges for everyone. These challenges partly result from the evolution over the years of the way people think, live and interact together. Different ideologies are widely expressed and practiced in the world. Cultures from all over the world are easily found in many countries, as people move and settle in different parts of the globe. Political views and the decisions taken by politicians also play an important part in how society develops and transforms itself through time. Society is also heavily impacted by the different ideas, beliefs, faiths and religions practiced by different groups of people, by individuals who do not always aim to live in peace, with respect, with love. Taking a snapshot of society would produce an image revealing what people practice and believe, and especially the nature of their culture and traditions, which at times may condition their lives. Society is the result of all this. With all the good and bad intentions, the goodwill and bitterness expressed by people, society portrays an image of who the people actually are, it portrays an image of what its people are really going through, and thus, of what fabric society is made up of.

For me as a Christian, today’s society has a very distorted image of God; an image that is blurred; it is a society that has lost its focus of who God really is, while at the same time searches for another god to connect to. It is a society confused by the different ideologies brought forward and practiced by a number of people in different ways throughout the world. These ideologies are not based on the love of God, or the values which Christians try to live and nourish in their lives. In my personal opinion these ideologies tend to exclude the genuine interest of a person in one’s neighbour, and instead encourage one to focus on oneself, where greed dominates hence minimizing the possibility of true love of neighbour from being extended throughout the nations. Today’s society lacks living in the image of God, lacks unconditional love, lacks the fresh air of true life. This book will mainly focus on man as being created on the image of God. It will try to explore and share my thoughts about what it means to live ‘In His image’. If people truly lived ‘In His image’, there is a big chance that society would be a better place to live in. Harmony and peace would be the norm, as it is meant to be according to God’s plan of love for mankind. People and nations would respect each other through reciprocal love.

I hope that this book will, in a modest and humble way, bring to you the joy, the fulfillment, the happiness that is lived by a person, whenever one understands more the beauty of living in the image of God. Living ‘In His image’ is living in His grace and peace, it is bringing and transmitting the love of God to others.

SmashWord: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/850498
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/His-Image-George-calleja-ebook/dp/B07DRFJMTT/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8

AMAZON (paperback version) https://www.amazon.com/His-Image-George-Calleja/dp/1721267417/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8
While I was writing my previous (published) book ‘In His image’, I felt a big desire in my heart to write a book about Mary… the Mother of Jesus. Mary is not only the Mother of Jesus… but also the Mother of all humanity, your Mother, my mother.

Reflecting upon the different talks about Mary that I have listened to over the years, the books I have read about her, the Bible where she is hardly mentioned, and reflecting about my personal experience of Mary, one thing that has overwhelmed me the most about Mary is, ‘Her Silence’.

This book intends to deepen the relationship of the reader with Mary through ‘Her Silence’… through the journey of her life, of her silence when being joyful, when being in pain, her silence in doing the will of God. On this journey, imagination will help the reader to discover what Mary went through in her silence. Most probably, what Mary went through in her silence, is what any other loving mother or father goes through when being with their children, when caring for and loving their children, in the good times and in the difficult times. Furthermore, Mary also represents all other persons who in different capacities take care of people in need.

I hope that this book will help the reader to discover Mary in one’s life. Upon discovering her the reader will in return, through the love of Mary, discover Jesus in a personal way or deepen that experience which already exists. By discovering ‘Her Silence’, the reader will also discover in an intimate way the Love that God the Father has for each person in the world.

SmashWord: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/917629
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07MX4CPTQ/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i2
Barnes & Noble: https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/books/1130205460?ean=294015942092
AMAZON (paperback version) https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1794438645/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i14

Come to Me’. To whom? For what? Why?

To whom shall we go in situations when we are down, depressed, experiencing a lack of faith, in despair and in pain? Who can help us when we find ourselves in these situations, when life is difficult, and we are hurt by people around us? Who can help whenever one cries out of fear of being abused or ill-treated? Who can help all those who are caught in the dungeon of drugs, prostitution, corruption and other unfortunate situations faced by today’s society? To whom shall we go in moments like these?

Throughout the different generations, ever since the fall of Adam and Eve, mankind has always been in search of peace in one’s heart. The fall of mankind to the kingdom of darkness, brought suffering to existence. Mankind fell into the trap of darkness, and this darkness took control, only until light overpowered such darkness.

This ‘light’, called all mankind by their name, and in man’s heart called out: ‘Come to Me’. Jesus, the ‘light’, keeps searching for each person’s heart, even if found in the pit of darkness. It infiltrates the hearts of all mankind through His love, by calling each person by name, saying ‘Come to Me’.

The aim of this book is to encourage the reader to respond to this calling of Jesus, to listen to His voice and to realise that even if man is shrouded in the darkness of evil, His ‘light’ penetrates the human heart. ‘Come to Me’, are three simple words that if accepted by any person, by responding to the Lord, by accepting His invitation, in return will receive from Jesus His peace, love, comfort and care. So, it is up to the reader to respond to His calling… ‘Come to Me’.

SmashWord: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/960385
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07YNZWQTB/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i8
Barnes & Noble: https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/come-to-me-george-calleja/1133876875?ean=294016348596
AMAZON (paperback version) https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1697791883/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i18
The story of the Road to Emmaus is a very interesting and well-known passage in the Gospel. It is a story that takes place just a couple of days after the crucifixion of Jesus. It recounts the episode of two men who were travelling the road to Emmaus, when a third man, out of nowhere, joined them on their way. Where had this man come from? Who was this mysterious man and what did he want? This book will go into the spiritual meaning behind the story of Emmaus. It will use the author’s imagination of what went on during the walk of the three men, what was discussed and what the outcome of the journey was.

The third man of this story had a significant impact upon the spiritual life of the other two men. What was this spiritual impact all about? In today’s society, is the story of the road to Emmaus, still significant? How can the story of the road to Emmaus play an important role for the evangelisation of the world, to share the Good News in the peripheries of today’s society?

All this will be explored in this book. This book will bridge what happened 2,000 years ago on the road to Emmaus and translate that message, that spiritual experience for today’s readers.

Thank you for making time to read this book.

SmashWord: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1056205
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08Q8TQR55/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i6
The following links are my main Social Networking Sites from where you can follow me and make contact with :-

Website 'Peace and unity in our lives'
https://sites.google.com/site/peaceinunity/home

Website 'George Calleja – Christian Author'
https://sites.google.com/site/georgecallejachristianauthor/

Blog http://peacethroughunity.blogspot.com/


Facebook https://www.facebook.com/georgecallejaebooks/timeline

GoodReads https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/9847194.George_Calleja

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/george_calleja_author/

Patreon https://www.patreon.com/pat123george

Twitter https://twitter.com/PeaceUnityLives

WattPad https://www.wattpad.com/user/GeorgeCalleja

WordPress http://peacethroughunity.wordpress.com/

Udemy https://www.udemy.com/user/george-calleja/

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkS4B1JLeodVZAS8i6Sn6Og
Below find my Christian Podcasts available links. These Podcasts which are available for you to listen at your own leisure time, refers to my published Christian books and other Christian inspirational writings of mine. All my Podcasts are **FREE** to listen. I hope that you enjoy listening to my podcasts, by visiting any of the below links.

**LINKS TO MY PODCASTS:**

- **Anchor:** [https://anchor.fm/george-calleja](https://anchor.fm/george-calleja)
- **Breaker:** [https://www.breaker.audio/george-calleja-christian-author](https://www.breaker.audio/george-calleja-christian-author)
- **Google Podcast:** [https://podcasts.google.com/?feed=aHR0cHM6Ly9hbmNob3IuZm0vcy9mMTM0Zjk4L3BvZGNhc3QvcmNn](https://podcasts.google.com/?feed=aHR0cHM6Ly9hbmNob3IuZm0vcy9mMTM0Zjk4L3BvZGNhc3QvcmNn)
- **Radio Public:** [https://radiopublic.com/george-calleja-christian-author-6B0Qla](https://radiopublic.com/george-calleja-christian-author-6B0Qla)
- **Sound Cloud:** [https://soundcloud.com/george-calleja-1](https://soundcloud.com/george-calleja-1)

---

**Thanks for reading this newsletter. It is highly appreciated that you share this newsletter with family members of yours and with your friends.**

**You are always in my prayers.**

**Regards from George Calleja (Christian Author)**

**Email:** [peacethroughunity@gmail.com](mailto:peacethroughunity@gmail.com)